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“The familiar look and feel of 
motion picture film are here.”

— GEORGE LUCAS

If you want to see a movie pro get 

excited, ask George Lucas, Chuck

Barbee, or Mike Figgis about Sony 

Digital Electronic Cinematography.

Each is using Sony tools to explore

new creative possibilities. 

“Star Wars: Episode II is our last giant

step toward Digital Cinema,” says

George Lucas, describing his decision

to shoot principal photography

wi th  Panavision-modified Sony

HDCAM® 24P camcorders. “The

famil iar look and feel of motion

picture f i lm are present  in  th is

digital 24P system. And the picture

quality between the two is i ndistin-

guishable on the large screen.”

Warm Blooded Killers is a dark

comedy shot on Digital Betacam®

tape and printed to 35mm. 

“I truly believe digital is the 

future,” says Chuck Barbee, the

director of photography. “The

whole process was surprisingly

good. And compared to film, raw

tape stock costs next to noth-

ing. This really lowers the cost 

of getting i t  in  the  can,  wh ich

means that  more  pro jects

can get  made.”

Mike Figgis challenges our most

basic conventions of narrative in

Timecode, the movie that follows

four s imultaneous storylines in

four unbroken 93-minute takes. The

production demonstrates the quality 

(not  to ment ion the recording

time) of Sony DVCAM acquisition.

S a y s  F i g g i s ,  “There 's  no  way  

we could have done th is  w i t h

traditional techniques.” 

Can Sony Digital Electronic

Cinematography really be all that

they say? Some of the proof is

already on display at a theater

near you.

1-800-472-SONY ext. DCH
www.sony.com/professional

©2001 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
Sony, Betacam, CineAlta, and HDCAM are trademarks of Sony. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. *On the set of Jaffe Braunstein Films with A&E's 100 Centre Street Series.

We shot Star Wars: Episode II 

in 61 days in 5 countries in the 

rain and desert heat averaging 

36 setups per day without a 

single camera problem. We have

found the picture quality of the 

24P Digital HD system to be 

indistinguishable from film.

DVW-790WS Digital 
Betacam® camcorder.

The gold standard 
in Widescreen 

Standard Definition.

DSR-500WS DVCAM camcorder.  
Affordable, light and 

fast on its feet. 

HDW-F900 HDCAM 24P CineAlta™
High Definition camcorder.

The digital movie camera.*

– George Lucas and 
Rick McCallum
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HD at Sundance and Digidance
The 2001 Sundance Film Festival saw a significant

increase in interest in HD and Digital Cinema. Featured
were panels on digital issues and a Digital Center where
HD technologies were shown by companies including
Fletcher/Chicago, Sony, Panavision, Roland House, Avid,
Zenith, DLP and Enron Network. NICOLAS and Swim-
ming Upstream, two 24P features were premiered at
Digidance, a festival spin-off from Sundance.

NATPE Features HD
This year’s NATPE convention saw a large increase in HD

presence. NATPE provided an HD pavilion which was supported
by Sony, Panasonic, American Production Services, HD Vision,
Plus 8, Colossalvision, Bennett-Watt Enterprises, Ackerley Com-
munication, Post magazine, and IBC. Standing room only crowds
participated in the panel discussions on subjects ranging from
international distribution to Dolby sound to HD Post.

ASL Expands to Florida
Air Sea Land Productions Inc. based in Astoria, New York,

has expanded, opening up a new facility in the Ft. Lauderdale
area, serving the Southern Florida and Caribbean region. The
acquisition of the SONY HDWF900 High Definition camera and
the Amphibicam Marine Video housing, uniquely positions ASL
as a leader in underwater production, production support, and
digital cinematography.

Enterprise Opening Digital Cinemas
Enterprise Broadcasting Corporation is planning to open

digital/commerce theaters across the country in 2001. These
theaters, called Network Event Centers, will be equipped with
seat terminals that are linked to the EBC fiber/satellite network
and synchronized with the broadcast center. Each one has a 23'
High-Definition Screen, approximately 50 luxurious seats, plenty
of aisle room and Dolby 8.0 sound. Primary locations will be
shopping malls where specialty programming will be shown,
connecting viewers with services and products. A prototype has
been built in Scotts Valley, Northern California.  EBC is now
speaking with HD producers and production companies that will
serve as resources for sponsors.

Internet HDTV Meeting/Workshop
A meeting to further the development and use of “extreme-

quality internet video” was held in Seattle on Thursday, January
25. The group, headed up by University of Washington research-
ers, explored ways to transmit HD over the internet.

Fujinon Provides Lenses for Extreme
Deep Exhibit

Visitors to the Liberty Science Museum in New Jersey can
now take a journey into the depths of the ocean with a new
interactive exhibit, Extreme Deep: Mission to the Abyss. Fujinon
HA5.2x10EVM lenses were utilized with Sony HDC-750A cam-
eras for the underwater HD video on display within the exhibit.
Dr. David Gallo, Ph.D., Director of Special Projects, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution said, “Because of this new imaging
technology, specifically High-Definition products, we’ve made
incredible discoveries that change the way we think about life
on earth and other planets.”

Sony HD Center Unveils 24P Edit
Suite

Sony Pictures HD Center in Culver City, CA opened its 24P
edit suite, adding to its other services including 24P telecine,
color correction, digital image restoration, and digital-to-film re-
cording.

QuVIS to Debut New Servers at NAB
QuVIS from Topeka, Kansas has announced that it will be

introducing a number of new HD motion image servers designed
to address the needs of the Digital Cinema, Fixed Display and
Post Industries. QuVIS became well known after Disney used
their servers to show Toy Story II with DLP projection - which
helped trigger the Digital Cinema revolution.

N
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Editor’s Statement
Just this morning I received two emails

reporting the opening of two new HD editing
suites in Tennessee and Florida. The High
Definition fever is spreading. Almost two
years ago now, I had to scramble for stories. It
wasn’t easy finding the pioneers bravely using
HD. I could easily allot five or six pages to one
story. Now the HD revolution is bombarding
my office with streams of paper. These are
welcomed attacks from producers and
directors, some of the hundreds who have
now joined the army of HD users. What a joy
it is to write about these forward thinking
creative talents. Our magazine is truly a
showcase for the beauty of HD and 24P and
the lunimaries who use it.

Just in case you are a new reader it is
important to note that all the photos in our
magazine are actually HD grabs. This is the
definition of an HD grab: a still taken off  an
HD or 24P property, put on a DDR (Digital
Disk Recorder), sent to photoshop and printed.
So… as you look at the images, remember,
they are HD grabs, not 35mm stills or photos!

May all your shoots be in HighDef.

Laura Nielson, Editor
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When watching 100 Centre Street, a new
hour long episodic series that airs on the
Arts and Entertainment network Monday
nights at 9p.m., you might think you are

seeing a courtroom drama shot on 35mm film as we’ve
come to expect from 90% of prime time TV fare. Directed
and often written by famed filmmaker Sidney Lumet
(Serpico, 12 Angry Men, Network), the look of the show
growls with an appropriate grit in its muted colors and
evocative camera angles.

The title of the show comes from the address of the
real night court of the City of New York. To tell the story of
the prosecutors, attorneys and accused criminals whose
lives unfold in the various activities of this multi-faceted
building, Lumet decided to shoot the production using
Sony’s new CineAlta 24P High Definition video recording
process. The CineAlta camera, part of Sony’s total 24P
production system, tapes its images at 24 frames-per-sec-
ond with each frame recorded progressively instead of
with the interlace process used by Sony’s 1080i HDCAM.
Other shows such as Titus and Earth: Final Conflict have
used the CineAlta for their productions, but 100 Centre
Street is the first to use multiple 24P cameras both in the
studio and on location to heighten the punch of a rawly
emotional dramatic story line. This is especially surprising
because A&E has no immediate plans to cablecast the
show in High Definition.

The central character of 100 Centre Street is Judge
Joe Rifkind, played by Alan Arkin, a deeply compassion-
ate man whose depth of feeling for the accused often seems
at odds with his background in law enforcement. Con-
trasting with him is Judge Attallah “Queenie” Sims
(LaTanya Richardson) a tough-minded jurist with no com-
punction about handing out stiff sentences when they are

deserved. Around them swarm a central cadre of pros-
ecuting attorneys, public defenders and legal aides who
propel each episode’s action while living out their own
lives on the stage of New York’s criminal justice system.

Barry Minnerly was one of the two HD video engi-
neers on the show along with his partner Abby Levine.
Minnerly has been dealing with High Definition video al-
most exclusively since he began back in 1986 by wrestling
with NHK’s cumbersome analog HDC-100 Hi-Vision tube
cameras for Rebo Studios. He was brought onto the 100
Centre Street shoot because few video engineers in this

country have as much experience finding solutions for
the unique challenges of High Definition video production.

“Sidney Lumet wanted a traditional three camera
35mm look for the show,” Minnerly says, “but he also
needed the production budget to be less than what would
be needed to shoot film. The progressive recording of the
24P CineAlta camcorder gave us the best of both worlds.”

Minnerly began talks last June with one of the project’s
co-executive producers, Debbie Elbin, to discuss the ad-
vantages of shooting 100 Centre Street in High Def video.

Continued on page 8…
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On the Set of 100 Centre Street
by Jay Ankeney
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“Sidney Lumet wanted a traditional three camera 35mm look for
the show,” Minnerly says, “but he also needed the production
budget to be less than what would be needed to shoot film. The
progressive recording of the 24P CineAlta camcorder gave us the
best of both worlds.”

– Barry Minnerly

HD

HD

The central character of 100
Centre Street is Judge  Joe
Rifkind, played by Alan Arkin.

7HighDef.Org  NAB 2001
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At the time they assumed they would be using the studio
handheld version of the CineAlta camera, the HDW-F950,
because half of the show was to be shot in the Kaufman
Astoria Studio sound stages and the other half on the streets
of New York. Lumet wanted to have a production truck
with a video switcher on location so they designed and
built a self-contained remote 33 foot truck especially for
the show. Inside, it contained four HDW-F500 24P High
Definition VTRs so Lumet could record the live line cut
he would be directing through its Snell & Wilcox HD 1010
switcher and, simultaneously, also record each of the three
CineAlta cameras on their own iso tape. It was planned

from the beginning that the line cut would be used for
reference, but the show would actually be edited from the
HD camera masters.

Since they would often be shooting on the streets of
New York, Minnerly and Levine knew they’d have to be
prepared to run up to a thousand feet of fiber optic cam-
era cable to get the HDW-F950’s HD signal back to the
truck. But their first day of shooting was August 8th, and
to Minnerly and Levine’s dismay they learned Sony was
unable to deliver HDW-F950 studio cameras to anyone
by that date.

“Sidney and his producers were determined to use

the 24P process,” Minnerly tells us, “so we rented three of
the existing HDW-900 camcorders which were available
from Plus8 Video and tried to figure out a way to get the
signal from the heads of these 24P cameras back to the
production truck. We had arranged to have the optional
SDI (Serial Digital Interface) output on the cameras but
were faced with the reality that with HD SDI video you
are limited to coaxial cable runs of no more than 100 feet.”

The solution was to set up a rolling cart right on the
set and run a 100 foot cable harness to it from each cam-
era. Each harness carried intercom, genlock, color control

Continued on page 10…

HD
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Broadcast & Communications
Products Division
FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr., Wayne NJ 07470-7434 
Phone: (973) 633-5600, FAX: (973) 633-5216
FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL CO., LTD. 1-324 Uetake, Omiya City
Saitama 330 Japan, Phone: 048-668-2152

www.fujinon.com

D I G I T A LD I G I T A L

D I G I T A L  C I N E M A  L E N S E S

The Familiar Look and Feel of Cine...

...With a New World of Possibilities.

Digital Cinema is a reality and no one brings it
to light quite like Fujinon.

When we introduced our full line of true HD Cine
Style Prime and Zoom lenses, the industry was
impressed. But when cinematographers try our
lenses in production, they’re simply blown away by
the performance. 

Nothing has been overlooked in achieving the 
familiar look and feel of cine. With markings
for T-stops, cine-compatible gearing and other
cine-style features, these robust lenses are playing

an important role in digital cinema production.
Fujinon’s optics simply outperform other lenses.

They have a subtle yet distinctly sharper look with
richer saturation and a deeper depth of field. When
shooting for a shallow depth of field, Fujinon
Primes exhibit superb light transmission with the
iris wide open while providing minimal port holing.

When you consider the new world of possibilities
of Digital Cinema, there’s only one choice
to make . . .

Fujinon, because quality begins at the lens.

HAF5B-10 • HAF8B-10 • HAF12B-10 • HAF20B-10 • HAF40B-10 • HA10x5B-10 • HA20x7.8B-10

PHOTO BY:

B. Sean Fairburn, SOC
High Definition Cinematographer
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and SDI signals and fed the video into a digital 4 X 1
Evertz X-HD9504 router mounted on the cart, which came
to be known as “the cube”. This let them display the out-
put of all three cameras along with a return of Lumet’s
line cut from the truck’s HD switcher in a quad split on a
20" NTSC screen. In addition, the cube mounted a true
High Definition monitor that could be switched to any
single CineAlta camcorder. Once the HD SDI from the
cameras reached the cube, it was converted to an optical
signal by an interface they designed based on Evertz 7705
electrical/optical cards, and this signal could be fed down
1000 or 2000 foot fiber optic cables back to the truck.

“This set up gave us two advantages,” Minnerly ex-
plains. “First, we were able to use the HDW-F900s on
location without having to re-invent the entire world. In
addition, our excellent first assistant cameraman, Kent
Miller, was able to supply power to the cube on the set
and fire up the cameras before the remote truck
even reached the location. This meant that by
the time Sidney Lumet arrived on the set, he
could immediately begin setting up camera
shots.”

Most of the crew members on the 100 Cen-
tre Street production had little video background
since they came from the film world, but Direc-
tor of Photography Ron Fortunato who lit every
episode personally made sure the High Defini-
tion monitor on the cube was set up to accurately
reflect what was being recorded. In addition, a
still store on the Snell & Wilcox HD switcher was
used to grab images from each sequence to help
Fortunato match the look of every scene even
when it was shot months earlier to provide a guide
for consistent lighting. They also had a Leader
LV 5152DA High Definition digital waveform
monitor in the truck so that Minnerly or Levine
could check the digital specs of the HD signal.

Every night the HD tapes would be taken by
production assistants back to the 100 Centre Street
offices in the Kaufman Astoria Studios to be

downconverted to digital betacam. This could then be fed
into an Avid Media Composer for offline editing by Post
Production Supervisor Tom Swartwout. “Right next to the
difficulty of getting the signal from the cameras to the truck,
the next greatest challenge was dealing with the SMPTE
time code when the 24P HD video was down rez’d to 30
fps NTSC onto digibeta tapes for loading into the Avid,”
Minnerly explains. “To insure accuracy, we set up a sepa-
rate HDW-500 24P VTR connected to a dedicated digital
betacam deck for making the dubs. As long as we made
sure the ‘A’ frame reference was correct when converting
the 24P HD time code to 30 fps NTSC, Swartwout and his
editing assistants were able to create an EDL that sailed
through online finishing.”

The show’s tapes were onlined at New York’s Rhino-
ceros Video, staying in the 24P realm right until the video
master was converted to 30 fps NTSC for the air playout

delivery tape. The 24P format brings the additional benefit
that it efficiently creates a universal master that can easily
be translated into other HD formats and the various frame
rates needed for re-broadcast overseas.

“This wasn’t the first 24P production for television,
but nobody had attempted to use the CineAlta camcorder
system on a three camera switched episodic production
as extensively as we did on this show”, Minnerly reflects.
“The 13 episodes of 100 Centre Street were shot in 2-1/2
months, allotting 7 days per episode and I’m glad to say
that although we were breaking new ground, the HD sys-
tem helped bring the production in on budget, saving 50%
over comparable film costs. That was, after all, a major
reason we used the CineAlta 24P system on the shoot in
the first place.” ◆
HD grabs courtesy of A&E Television Network.

HD
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UP, Michigan!, a comedy that wittily blends foot-
ball, 80’s nostalgia, romance, teen angst, pop
culture and Midwestern spirit, was shot on 24P
HD this past September in Chicago’s backyard

(west-suburban Oswego). It is purportedly the third fea-
ture to date, shot in 24P in the United States. Jason C.
Morgan teamed up with Kipp Tribble, as writers and stars
to plot their cinematic touchdown. Once the screenplay
was finished and executive producer Ali Bazzy hopped
on board, the group began to assemble an all-star cast
including Joan van Ark, Erik Estrada, John Waite, and
Mike Ditka. Ditka plays the coach of a high-school foot-
ball team during the big game in 1989.

Jason and Ali decided to shoot in 24P quite by acci-
dent. “When we were in the thick of planning, I was
nervous about shooting on film. The cost was too high
and we were on a super low budget. We looked at some
of the higher end video formats but were concerned about
the quality for theatrical release. We heard about 24P but
just couldn’t seem to schedule a showing to see it in L.A.
Finally Tom Fletcher of Fletcher/Chicago arranged a show-
ing of 24P at his place. My director and producers were
skeptical until they saw it. That did it. They were com-
pletely sold and so was I,” Jason revealed and then added,
“I decided that we’d either fail miserably with 24P or be-
come pioneers in the industry. So I told everybody, let’s
make sure that we’re pioneers!” DP Mike Spodnik was
brought on to shoot the project, creating a fabulous look,
very much like film.

Now in final editing, Jason is emphatically convinced
that 24P gave his production company freedom to experi-
ment with creative shooting techniques that have ultimately
given his independent feature a big budget look. If they
had shot on film, the budget would have restricted this

advantage. “We captured things that we couldn’t have done
otherwise, thanks to 24P,” Jason repeated.

When Jason had to stage a high school football team
in action, he called upon the local high school. They en-
thusiastically provided their varsity football team, darling
cheerleaders, mascot, and fans to sit in the stands. On the
football field it was stressful. They had reserved the sta-
dium for three nights only. Jason was fully aware that his
volunteer cheerleaders, audience, and football players,
would have cost a fortune if he had hired stuntmen and
extras. Nevertheless, he also knew that he couldn’t over

UP, Michigan! Shows the Spirit of 24P
by Laura Nielson

extend their good will on those cold October nights. With
only one HD 24P camera he made the decision to keep
the camera running at all times. He would yell “roll” and
“cut,” but the DP and camera operator knew to keep the
camera running. With 24P, tape was inexpensive com-
pared to film. Jason couldn’t and wouldn’t take a chance of
missing vital shots.

Jason’s foresight paid off. “ We had hired Mike Ditka,
world famous football coach of the Chicago Bears, to play
the part of the high school football coach. But Ditka seemed

Continued on page 14…
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There’s a phrase for trying to catch up with the future: 
It’s called being left behind.

When it comes to electronic media, 

most people are content to just tag along

for the ride. The truth is, tomorrow’s digital technology

innovators will be in the driver’s seat, steering a course towards the future.

And at the speeds they’ll be traveling, it’s a smart bet that they

won’t see you standing around, waiting for something to happen.

The future’s coming faster than ever before.  

Don’t let it pass you by.
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a bit nervous. He had never acted in front of such a large
crowd. So we just let the camera roll. And you know, it
was phenomenal the great shots we got of him when he
didn’t know that he was being taped…all thanks to 24P.
Couldn’t have let the camera just run with film. It would
have cost a fortune,” Jason admitted.  Shooting 500 mem-
bers of the audience and making it look like thousands
was another miracle they managed to pull off during those
three days in the stadium.

In a low budget independent film one would usually
never see such high budget items as airplane interiors
and airport scenes. Jason needed both. Prior to becoming
an actor/producer, Jason had graduated in Chemical En-
gineering from the University of Michigan and landed a
job at Michelin Tire Corporation owned by B.F. Goodrich.
There he designed racing tires for off-road racing, short
course racing, and racing in mud, dirt, and desert. He knew
he could tap into some of his former connections. A few
phone calls to his old stomping grounds at the tracks and
he turned up a car racing friend who owned a plane and a
small charter business. The friend directed him to a small
airport in Rockford, Illinois. It was perfect. Used primarily
for UPS deliveries, air traffic was very slow. The Rockford
Airport was extremely cooperative allowing Jason to shoot
all the scenes he needed inside and outside their airport.
They even made an unprecedented move, by okaying film-
ing on the federally regulated tarmac. To top it off, the
Aircraft Service and Repair Department just happened to
have a plane parked in their hangar for six months worth
of repairs. This gave Jason the actual exterior airplane set
he needed. And establishing shots were a dream to shoot
thanks to the limited airport traffic that serviced Rockford.

Next, Jason needed a “Rickmobile” for UP, Michigan!
It had to look like a souped-up teenage car that every guy
dreams of owning in high school.  Once again he turned
to his race car friends. For 1500 dollars, they bought an
1981 Eagle Wagon, reinforced it for stunts, painted it, and
engineered it for every shot Jason needed. 24P made the
“Rickmobile” look even better than it was.

24P became Jason’s salvation when he taped 80’s
singer and performer, John Waite, in his high school re-
union gym scene. They could only afford to hire John for

one evening. He performed a beautiful rendition of 80’s
songs. But…little did they know that he was looking in
the wrong direction when they started shooting. Jason
and the director instantly noticed on the video monitor
that John’s sight line didn’t match the stars in the audi-
ence. “If we had shot in film we wouldn’t have known
what had happened. It would have been an editing night-
mare. Thanks to 24P we immediately saw the mistake
and fixed it on the spot. There never would have been
another chance to recreate the same scene and shoot it
over again.”

Jason’s independent film became a family affair. His
father signed on as art director, prop master, and set dresser
taking a leave of absence from his faux painting business
in Florida. His mother jumped at the opportunity to become
Joan van Ark’s personal assistant during the filming. His
wife became the wardrobe mistress and his sister-in-law
took over the publicity. John Burke, a computer
programmer about 45 years old, read about UP, Michigan!
in the paper, called Jason, and volunteered to help out.
Jason didn’t know if the guy was serious or not but he
gave him a list anyway, “Get an interior of a bar, pool hall
interior, jungle looking set dressing, and trees.” Sure enough,
when Jason showed up in Rockford, he had it all! “I guess
the Midwest deserves their people-friendly reputation,” he
remarked.

As Jason was extolling the benefits of 24P, he noted
the following, “We used a smaller lighting package, elimi-
nated the process of changing and loading film, reduced
our crew size, and created an almost stress-free environ-
ment. We always knew what we were getting on the spot.
In one segment of the show we had to use super 8 film.
Let me tell you, I was stressed out waiting to have it de-
veloped to see if it was okay. Would I use 24P again? Why
would I shoot with anything else? The lower cost gives
you flexibility to play with extra shots. We got better shots
of sunsets and cornfields than we could muster with film,
and best of all, we always could see exactly what we were
shooting at the time. 24P eliminated all the angst and worry
of waiting to get the film processed hoping it would turn
out. Besides, if Lucas can work in 24P so can we.” ◆

Jason is convinced
that 24P gave his
production company
freedom to
experiment with
creative shooting
techniques that have
ultimately given his
independent feature
a big budget look.
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John Lithgow as President Roosevelt in “WWII: Then There Were Lions”, an early CBS HDTV production shot electronically.

HD

We want a system and a display that appears to be a window
onto the outside world, matching the resolution of the eye itself.
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Continued on next page…

High Definition” may be a new technology to
the program producer and the consumer, but
the concept and its realization dates back to
1970, when NHK launched a research and de-

velopment project. The adjective, “high,” however, is as
old as television itself.  Measured as the number of scan-
ning lines employed in the display, every advance from
the 28-line mechanical scanning system of Baird in 1928
has been labeled “high definition,” from 343 lines by RCA
in 1936, 410 lines by the BBC in 1939, and now
525 lines in the US and 625 in Europe’s PAL sys-
tem.

Today, High Definition is 1125 lines(1080 plus
sync), and certainly technology can readily offer
much higher numbers as needed for certain ap-
plications.  But, in terms of the consumer and
viewer, there is a limit, a limit dictated by the acu-
ity of the human eye.  We want a system and a
display that appears to be a window onto the out-
side world, matching the resolution of the eye itself.
In a close-up shot of a beautiful woman, the viewer
can see a single hair.  In a tennis match, the viewer
can see the exact point at which a ball lands on
the court, or a bead of sweat on a player’s face.

The first demonstration of HDTV was brought
to the US by CBS and NHK in 1981 at the SMPTE Winter
Conference, where jaws dropped in blank astonishment.
Thereafter, demonstrations were given to a House Sub-
committee in Washington, where members came to
understand that HDTV was not just improved TV, but a
revolutionary new service.

Then began a long effort to achieve a single world
standard for the production of programs, and most impor-
tantly for the international exchange and co-production of
programs, in order to end 40 years of multiple production

standards around the world resulting in increased costs
and loss of quality associated with standards conversion.

We nearly won, but at the climactic meeting of the
CCIR – the international telecommunications standards
body – in Dubrovnic in 1986, the European governments,
ably supported by European TV set manufacturers, ve-
toed the proposals for a single world standard on largely
specious grounds.  In fact, European interests, recognizing
how advanced the Japanese technology was, feared that

the Japanese consumer electronics industry would flood
Europe with the new era of TV sets and decimate their
share of the European market.  To give them time to catch
up, the European Economic Community counter proposed
a different production standard for HDTV having 1250
scanning lines.  With generous funding from the EEC in
the Eureka Project, a production system was eventually
developed.

Famously, a hand made system was demonstrated at
the IBC in 1987, in an overflow tent on the beach in

Brighton, England.  Unfortunately, a southwesterly gale blew
up in the English Channel, nearly washing away the equip-
ment, as the exhibitors stood their ground with Canutish
bravado, wiping the salty spume from their eyes and from
the assembled black boxes.

In this same year, the FCC, confident that HDTV had
enormous potential, formed an Advisory Committee on
Advanced Television Service, to guide a private enterprise
effort to study, develop, test and recommend a standard

for the terrestrial broadcast of HDTV, with the
“overarching” goal that it be a free service.  This
effort, involving over 450 engineers and scientists,
took 9 years to accomplish its mission, and in-
volved at one time 21 competing proponent
systems.

At the height of this effort, an event occurred
which changed all of television forever.  In June
1990, General Instrument Corporation demon-
strated the feasibility of an all-digital transmission
system that could be fitted into the existing 6 MHz
channel allocations in the US.  Analog television
was doomed, and the intrinsic efficiency in the use
of the spectrum gave the promise of a plethora of
new services that now confront us daily as we
move towards “The Television of Abundance.”

It was the advent of digital television that enabled
negotiations on a single world standard for production and
program exchange to be restarted at the International Tele-
communications Union.  In simple terms, the sheer and
inherent simplicity of designing the systems from “a bucket
of bits” made a common standard possible for many dif-
ferent applications.  In 1999, the Common Image Format
was established as a world standard for production and
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program exchange of HDTV to the economic and practi-
cal advantage of the Global Village of telecommunications.

Today, with a production standard and a transmission
standard, we are at the cusp of a sweeping recreation of
the television industry, including cable and satellite trans-
mission to the home.  There are problems, but they are
solvable.  Electronic capture of HDTV is established, and
the quality obtained is the equal of film capture.  In the
movie industry, it is clear that the quality can be superior
to film and certainly better when projected digitally in the
31 D-Cinemas now in operation.

Gradually, program production for television is mov-
ing to HDTV as capital investment is made.  Four stations
have HDTV local news programs, while documentary and
corporate program production is steadily moving to HDTV,
often to direct economic advantage.

As to transmission, in New York over 150 hours per
week of programming is being transmitted by terrestrial,
cable and satellite to the home.  Over 170 stations cover-

ing 65 percent of all television households are now on-air
with a digital signal, and all stations are to have completed
the transition to digital by 2003.  Sales of receivers are
rising as prices fall, but present projections suggest only 2
percent market penetration by the end of this year.  Why?

Those who have experienced HDTV want nothing
else, so what is the holdup?

The answer lies partly in the remark of Ovid, who
might have been referring to TV, when he said:

“Video meliora proboque: deteriora sequor.”
“I see better things, but I go for the worse.”
He might have added: “especially if there is more profit

in the worse.”
Sometimes true of commercial programming, which

of necessity must cater to the tastes of the masses, it is
equally true of choosing the most profitable service to pro-
vide on the new digital channels.  The most profitable
service to place on the digital channel is not, at the mo-
ment, HDTV.  Rather, it would appear to some to be multiple

channels of SDTV or even a lower order of bit rate.  The
resulting fractionation of the audience and the cost of ac-
quiring additional program streams may well turnout to
be less profitable than its adherents expect.  Time, and
possibly the FCC, will show.  In any case, this is a current
cause of the slow take up in providing HDTV service by
many stations.

A second cause has been the proposal by Sinclair
Broadcasting to allow the use of the COFDM transmis-
sion system in place of the ATSC standard of 8 VSB.  For
the past year, uncertainty about the final standard to be
used had made set manufacturers reluctant to mass-pro-
duce sets until a decision is final.  Fortunately, the FCC
had now issued a clear endorsement of the ATSC stan-
dard, and manufacture is now expected to pick up rapidly.

In any event, today one network, CBS, is broadcast-
ing virtually all its primetime entertainment programming
in full HDTV with many advertising messages also pro-
duced in HDTV.  Other day parts are generally upconverted
to HD, but they also will convert to full HDTV over time.  I
have no doubt that the other networks and major inde-
pendents will follow suit in due time.  Remember it was
Harry Warner himself who, when a proposal to introduce
sound in his movies was presented, said:

“Who the hell wants to hear actors talk anyway?”
In a year, he had changed his tune, and the industry

with him.
It took eight years for Color TV to catch on and ex-

plode, when finally all the networks provided color
programming.  I believe that HDTV will not wait that long.

Certainly technology will continue to shower us with
new opportunities for new services in the field of televi-
sion, but for now we have the greatest challenge to get the
best television into the viewers’ homes.  The viewer wants
it and producers want it.

In the words of William Wordsworth:
“It is enough, if something from our hands have power
To live, and act, and serve the future hour.” ◆
Rupert Stow is a consultant in DTV and HDTV and is President

of Rupert Stow Associates and former Director, Production Systems
Analysis for CBS.HD

New York Skyline at dusk from the National Tennis Center (Sony HDCAM).
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One episode of Nash Bridges (Don Johnson) was shot electronically in HD.  This CBS drama is normally produced on 35mm and posted and broadcast in HD.

HD
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Continued on page 22…

New York based All In One Productions has
just completed the shooting of the first action
film on 24P High Definition digital format.
Starring Richard Grieco (21 Jump Street),

Manhattan Midnight is the first Chinese produced motion
picture in the world shot and finished on Sony’s new
CineAlta 24P HDCAM digital system.

Manhattan Midnight was directed by popular Hong
Kong director Alfred Cheung and financed by Emperor
Movie Group, a major player in the Hong Kong entertain-
ment industry which is currently producing the next Jackie
Chan movie.  All In One Productions supplied the HD
camera package and line-produced the film. This high-
octane action film was budgeted for $3 million and was
completed in an amazingly short 27-day schedule.

“It is a pleasant surprise to see Asian producers em-
brace this new technology in such an early stage,” recalls
Derek Wan, H.K.S.C., President of All In One Productions.”
After promoting the format at the Hong Kong International
Filmart last June, Wan received numerous calls from
producers wanting to find out more about the advantages
of 24P.

Director Alfred Cheung states, “At this early stage,
the result of shooting and finishing on HD can vary, just
like when you shoot on film. The key is the talent and
experience behind the technology.  The know-how and
skills of the tape-to-film transfer facility is vital to the final
look of the film. Manhattan Midnight might not have taken
full advantage of the format, but I am happy with the re-
sult that I got. Later, when all the necessary components
become available and the crew are completely comfort-
able with the new tools, I am sure we’ll get even higher
quality and efficiency.”

Chinese Shoot First High Definition Action Film
by Joanna Or

“At this early stage, the result of shooting and finishing on HD can

vary, just like when you shoot on film. The key is the talent and

experience behind the technology. The know-how and skills of the

tape-to-film transfer facility is vital to the final look of the film.”
– Alfred Cheung, Director
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Working as Director of Photography for Manhattan
Midnight, Derek Wan, a member of Society of Cinematog-
raphers, Hong Hong, has shot 40 features before turning
to HD. “I started looking at the HD format about ten years
ago but had not been happy with the technology until the
24-frames-per-second Sony format that came out this year.
This format progressively records 1920x1080 pixels per
frame and runs exactly 24 frames per second like a typi-

cal film camera does. It not only gives me pristine quality
that I need to project on big screens, but also provides
great flexibility in post-production and distribution. Then I
decided to acquire both camera and editing systems for
the format so that we can provide complete services and
produce an entire show on our own. I would say that
feature films in the budget of one to five million dollars
benefit most from the technology. In that range, the time

and money savings are most significant. You can avoid
costly transfers by shooting and editing on HD for direct
to video or even theatrical releases in some international
markets. Clearly TV series benefit from HD because of
the time constraints and fast turn around times. This is
why television producers who would normally shoot on
film are changing over to HD.” ◆

HD
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The Television Syndication Company, Inc.(TVS),
backs up its programming promises with the in-
troduction of three dynamic new HDTV series,
plus a fourth series already in pre-production.

Each series is created and produced by production part-
ner, White Mountain Entertainment and its global
co-producers, so that programs can play in any language
on any television channel in every country in the world.

The biggest of the program packages is High Defini-
tion Travel, which takes a new look at the world’s most
exciting locations. Production is already under way focus-
ing on the USA, France and South Africa, with enough
additional co-productions scheduled to provide a total of
585 half-hour programs to a global network over the next
five years.

Just as spectacular is a co-production between White
Mountain Entertainment and Japan’s TV Asahi titled The
City Walker. This is a reality series that follows young
professionals in Tokyo, NYC, and Paris as they provide a
look at their cities seldom seen by visitors, as well as a
fascinating study in lifestyles. Based on the success of a
prime time pilot broadcast in Japan in 1999, the first 26
half-hour episodes in the series went into production last
month. TVS will create and distribute the international
version of the series in all countries of the world except
Japan.

Reaching back a few years to a time when NBC had
a prime time ratings and share winner in a series titled
The Mickey Finn Show, TVS created a new HDTV ver-
sion with the combination of music, comedy and audience
participation. The series swings into production this month
with two one-hour specials and a series of thirteen half-
hour programs slated for presentation on PBS in the USA
and top networks worldwide.

TVS Introduces Four Dynamic HDTV Series
by Bob Yde

TVS called upon the company’s long-term business
relationships with networks and producers all over the
world to mount aggressive programming in HD. With their
support, TVS will continue producing High Definition pro-
gramming for years to come. ◆

HD
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Jonestreet Media Art’s Producer, Michael Adrian,
is working with distinguished actor, Barry Corbin,
on a documentary about New Horizons, a treat-
ment center in Goldthwaite, TX that provides a

safe home environment for children who have been men-
tally or physically abused.

Adrian previously worked for a High Definition pro-
duction facility in Dallas, when he began looking for a
project that could utilize the high-resolution format HDTV
provides. “Brandon Grebe of New Horizons, contacted me
to see if I could help create a media demo that demon-
strated the critical mission of their treatment center. HDTV
is so realistic; it gives you a true sense of being inside the
story. I immediately knew this was the project I had been
looking for,” said Adrian.

Adrian wrote a treatment and within six months se-
cured commitments from celebrated actor, Barry Corbin,
sound designers, a scriptwriter and other film
crewmembers. “It’s amazing to witness the generosity of
the many talented people, who are giving their time and

Houston Producer Teams with Barry Corbin for
High Definition Documentary
by William Conner

equipment for free because they share a concern for the
great work New Horizons is doing,” Adrian stated.

Adrian’s crew and equipment for the New Horizons
documentary include: Modern Movie Machines and HD
VISION, Hi Def equipment; grip and lighting, Just Produc-
tions; Kirk Louden and Brent Marshall, sound design and
score; Kevin Caddell, HD VISION Engineer; Jared Moseley,

HD camera; James Reid, SteadiCam; Scott Jones, offline
editing; Paul Meyer Productions, script; and Joey Wright,
HD Camera.

Adrian plans to offer the documentary nationwide to
the HD consortium (stations nationwide that broadcast
HD). ◆

For more information on Jonestreet Media Arts and Michael
Adrian, call 713-880-3077 or view their website at www.jonestreet.com.
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Spectacular tropical scenery, native wildlife and the
romance and characters of a bygone era - what
better subject material for one of the first TV
documentaries to be shot in Australia for High

Definition television?
Bundy’s Last Great Adventure is about a retired Puff-

ing Billy steam loco called Bundy; a crew of train
enthusiasts and their dream to travel the narrow-gauge
sugar cane lines of tropical Queensland … from Brisbane
to the Daintree Wilderness in the steamy tropical north.

Executive Producer, Larry Zetlin from Gulliver Me-
dia, chose Sony’s HDCAM HDW-F900 High Definition
camcorder to capture this 2,000-kilometer adventure.

Bundy’s Great HD Adventure
By John Austin, Brisbane

Crocodile infested rivers, snakes in coal bins, large snap-
ping mud-crabs, and much loved but cranky,
independent-minded iron beast Bundy all contribute to
make this TV documentary a very enjoyable experience.

“I chose HighDef because it is the future of television
documentary making. Even though Australian television
won’t broadcast the documentary in HD until 2003, it is
going to have a long life. Bundy’s Last Great Adventure is
a technological turning point for documentary making in
Australia. For the first time, a documentary has been shot
on state-of-the-art HDTV equipment to ensure that view-
ers in Australia and around the world have the best possible
cinema-like visual experience of following this little train

on its exciting journey,” Larry Zetlin said.
The filming and broadcast of Bundy’s Last Great Ad-

venture coincides with a major event in Australia’s history:
the Centenary of Federation marking the coming together
of six separate colonies to become a single nation in 1901.
It is not surprising therefore that one of the major spon-
sors in the documentary is the Queensland Government’s
Centenary of Federation. The documentary celebrates
Australian nationhood by showcasing the extraordinary
environmental and cultural diversity.

The documentary has been sold to Seven Network
Australia and is distributed internationally by Beyond Dis-
tribution. ◆

“I chose

HighDef

because it is

the future of

television

documentary

making…”
– Larry Zetlin
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